
Two Peaks Tour.... 
 

 

 

After Dorian decided to arrange this tour, I was in! After past 

tours I knew it would be good and not to be missed. Early 

June was the date and I monitored the weather to see what 

we would be dealing with. As unofficial weather monitor 

the day of departure looked wetter the further West we 

went. Muster point was Maccy D’s at Thickthorne, one of 

Dorians favourite haunts, ha ha! We would be meeting the 

great man and a few others at Tutbury as they had set off 

the day before to make the ride easier due to one or two 

health problems. My weather widget predicted rain within 

about an hour max so I suggested we tog up straight away. 

Good start for me as I ripped my wet trousers putting them 

on! A very wise move though as the rain came on fairly 

strong as predicted. Andy Cubbage led the way and we 

stopped off at Sycamore HD for a break. Wandering round 

their shop afforded and upgrade to my wet trousers, and on 

offer to so happy days. 

After a coffee break we pushed onto Tetbury to meet the 

others. And so began the soon to be constant stripping off 

of wet layers. Little did we know how often we would be 

doing this. After a superb pub lunch at the Dog and 

Partridge we assembled the whole group to push onto 

Porthmadog and our first hotel, the Royal Sportsman. Great 

hotel with covered parking reserved for us with a little sign. 

They also supplied a dry room for all our wet gear, bonus! 

After checking in we met for a relaxing drink and food. 

Lovely friendly staff and we had a great first night 

altogether. 

Day 2 was a planned ride to Lake Bala, Lake Vyrnwy, Devils 

Bridge and Aberystwyth. As the weather was a bit pants we 

decided to cut it a bit short. However the roads are great 

and the scenery absolutely stunning to say the least. Some 

great riding roads and yes Harleys are fine in the rain 

however seeing all your lovely chrome, paint and other 

parts getting filthy by the minute we all knew the 

cleaning in days to come would be severe. 

Another good evening in the bar with a good feed and 

great friends was a great finish to the day. 

Next day was to Anglesey, the Menai Bridge, Llanberis 

and Snowdonia. Again stunning views with rain for good 

measure. But nothing could dampen our spirits. That 

evening we decided to eat out and found an old bank that 

had been turned into a Tapas Bar. We were sat in the old 

vault and had a great night to say the least. Turns out it 

had only been open a matter of days but food was 

plentiful and tasty. 

Next morning we set off for Lancaster to the Toll House. 

On the way we stopped at Bowker HD for lunch as they 

have a small café. Some brilliant riding roads with a few 

main roads which where unavoidable. We had a city 

centre location so was a busy final ride to our hotel. No 

covered parking but we did have an area reserved for us 

outside. Now after checking in this was my favourite 

hotel, what a room! Huge double bed, massive TV on the 

wall, walk in shower with high end furnishings. A 

welcome treat after a day in a wet saddle. Good beer in 

the evening with great food to boot. After a great nights 

sleep in my luxury bed the next day we set off for a tour 

of the Lake District taking in Grange over Sands, West 

coast of the lakes, Gosfoth and the Hard Knott Pass. 

So what can I say about the Hard Knott Pass?? A roller 

coaster ride for bikes with very narrow, steep, tight roads 

and corners, to say the least, with adverse cambers. 

Myself and Big D set off with the others, we thought, in 

tow. The road is very badly maintained with a lot of gravel 
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and slippage of the surface due to heat in the past and the incline of 

the hills. Once we reached the top so to speak I noticed we were 

alone but as the weather changed on the down side to rain and 

wind we pressed on. We both stopped at the bottom and waited 

but no one showed. So I decided to go back and challenge myself 

again. About half way up I met Scrappy Dave and then Andy and 

Kate. A few of our group had decided not to try the challenge and 

decided to carry on via an alternate route. We then carried on and 

re met all at Ambleside Garden Centre for some food. Then back to 

our hotel via Lake Coniston and Windermere. 

The next day our plan was the Trough of Bowland and Yorkshire 

dales. Stunning scenery and great riding roads. We took in Dunsop 

Bridge, Slaidburn Village, into the dales, Middleham (birth place of 

Richard III) then onto Hawes and back to the hotel via the 

Ripplehead viaduct. From what I can remember the weather was 

fairly good and the roads relatively dry. Back to the hotel and this 

night we decided to find somewhere to eat out so we found a Thai 

Restaurant in town and we all enjoyed a lovely meal. 

Following day we packed up and set off for the Kings Head in 

Masham. A lovely start to the day……in the rain. Oh well we have 

had our fair share so bit more won’t hurt!! The plan was to ride up 

to Tan Hill Pub, the highest in Britain. Fantastic roads and ride and 

the roaring fire in the pub was a welcome sight after our wet ride. A 

very desolate place which must be a fantastic place in the sun after 

riding on nice dry roads. We then left to do the Buttertubs Pass 

(Jeremy Clarkson’s favourite road) then through Reeth and 

Richmond to Masham. A small market town famous for Black Sheep 

and Theakston’s ales. Now we have used this pub before as a stop 

off on the way back from a Scottish holiday so we knew what to 

expect. However the last time we got there it was brilliant sun and 

we all sat outside with a pint. I did contemplate doing the same 

again, same table, with all our wet gear on the rain, but I don’t think 

anyone would have been up for it! Nice thing about this pub is the 

ability to park your bikes outside your rooms. So we all met at the 

bar for a welcome pint and some well-deserved food. We retired to 

our rooms to sleep and re charge for the next day. I however was 

awoken fairly early with a dripping sound, I thought outside my 

room. Leaking gutter I thought so tried to ignore it. It got more 

persistent and louder so I got up to investigate and found water 

dripping through the roof of my room onto the carpet! Oh great 

what to do? So being fairly proactive in finding solutions to 

problems I grabbed the bin and placed it under the faster dripping. 

Just in time as a chunk of the ceiling fell into the bin with a small 

gush of water to follow it. Great start to the day! After sorting a 

swap of rooms we set off for the day. The clouds threatened as we 

left but held off. Day involved riding into the Yorkshire Dales 

stopping at Hutton Le Hole, apparently the prettiest village in the 

UK? It didn’t disappoint and was very “chocolate box” pretty with a 

lovely little café. Next we decided to visit Whitby for lunch. Closer 
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we got, better the weather got with a strange orange ball appearing in the sky! What is that strange sight we all 

said? We parked up and wandered around until we found a lovely restaurant to sit and have some lovely fish and 

chips. Then a lovely ride back on dry roads with the sun out, what a change! Another great evening with superb 

food and of course great company. 

Next day was home time. At last some dry weather at the end of the holiday. Planned stop off was the Humber 

Bridge at lunch time with its lovely hotel and restaurant which again we have used before. We then agreed to stop 

off at the “Sports Bike Shop” near Boston, to have a break and peruse their wares. If you have never been, worth 

a trip. Like a giant “Argos” just for bikers. Samples of everything they have on display so you just ask for your size 

and they go and get it. Final push home via Kings Lynn, so we said our good byes and people peeled off as needed. 

Once home I looked at my panniers covered in a thick layer of mud and my once immaculate bike looking that it  

had been pulled out of a river! Not looking forward to the hours of cleaning but as I had the next day off, knew what 

I would be doing!! 

Overall another well planned trip with great friends and great memories. Even the weather couldn’t kill our spirits, 

but boy did it try! 

Hopefully Dorian is well enough to plan another trip next year as I really look forward to them and the UK has so 

much to offer so why would we need to go abroad??? Some sun perhaps ........................... ??. 
 
 

 


